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VIDEOKITS

FT600VK & FT600VKK
Looking for a classy product and yet very budget-friendly?

The FT600VK and FT600VKK video kit offers both. 
Its price will surprise you, but make no mistake. 

Plastic doesn’t stand a chance again.
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1.  The 140° camera is very subtly 
 concealed so that the visitor does not  
 feel spied on and vandalism is not 
 attracted.

2. The volume of the microphone can be  
 adjusted independently of that of the
 loudspeaker.

3.  A light sensor switches the camera to  
 a perfect black and white night image  
 in the dark.

4.  With 4 anti-vandal screws, the outdoor  
 

5.  With the optional keyboard 2 relays 
 can be controlled.

6.  The very powerful loudspeaker is  
 adjustable in several steps.

7.  The frame is made of brushed 
 aluminum and glass.

SPECIFICATIONS DIMENSIONS

The outdoor stations can 
be installed flush or surface 
mounted and this with 1 and 
the same frame.

Total size:
216 x 116 x 31 mm (HxWxD)
Recess to be provided for 

202 x 102 x 31 mm (HxWxD)

FT600BUS
This module allows you to 
choose between
built-in or surface-mounted.
Delivered by default.

FT600HW
Hollow wall accessory.
(e.g. gate style)



THE KIT FT600VK AND FT600VKK EACH CONSIST OF:

OUTDOOR UNIT 
FT600VC of FT600KVC

FT600W FT600SW FT600LIC4

+ + +

7”inch video monitor POE switch 
4 connections

4 licenses 
android/ IOS Apple

   100% Plug & Play: absolutely no programming required!
   Also not for the apps: scan the QR code and you’re done. 

    No need to create an account(s)! We respect your privacy.
   Both flush and surface mounting. Choose during installation!
   Only low cost kit with keypad.
   The outdoor unit is for a 100% made of aluminum and tempered glass. 

    0% plastic.
   Create access codes via the app from anywhere in the world: 

    Set whether the code is valid once, for an hour, day, week or permanent.
   Integration with an external SIP server by license FT600UPGR: 

Integrate the door phone in your own SIP server. 
When you ring the doorbell, the door phone will call both our cloud 
(indoor unit + 4 apps) and the local telephones.

   Unlimited expandability. 

UNIQUE FEATURES
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